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Record looks good but Hawks aren't peaking

By Michael Cunningham 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

7:06 p.m. Wednesday, March 10, 2010

It’s hard to know what to make of the Hawks even as they close in on their first 50-victory season since

1997-98.

After a hot start to the season, the Hawks are just 23-19 since Dec. 26 and 7-5 since the All-Star break.

Instead of seizing the Southeast Division lead from Orlando, the Hawks recently blew leads to Golden State

and Dallas and faltered late at Miami and at New York.

Now, the Hawks trail Orlando by three games in the Southeast. Instead of finding their rhythm and finishing

the regular season strong, the Hawks are trying to find consistency as they lose close games in different

ways.

“Sometimes defensively,” forward Marvin Williams said. “Sometimes offensively.”

The way coach Mike Woodson sees it, it’s been more about the former than the latter.

The Hawks’ overall offensive numbers are very good, even if lately their execution in tight games has been

erratic. So the Hawks’ emphasis has fallen on tightening up the defense.

“We lose focus a lot and that’s something we have to get back to doing ... defensively,” guard Joe

Johnson said. “Once we get our defense going, the offense will come back. When we need to get stops,

we can get them.

“We know what we are capable of doing. We just need to do it for 48 minutes.”

Sometimes the Hawks’ defensive problems are reflected in the box score. Eight of their last 18 opponents

have made at least half their field goal attempts and the Hawks are 3-5 in those games.

Other times the defensive problems are situational. The Hawks kept losing the Knicks at the 3-point line,

especially sharpshooter Danilo Gallinari. Heat forward Michael Beasley easily shook free for an open 3-

pointer that sealed Miami’s victory.

But as the Hawks showed during their comeback attempt at New York, they can make it tough for

opponents to score when they are committed and focused defensively because of their length and

athleticism.

"We got stops when we needed to get stops," Woodson said. "I am trying to figure out how come we just

can't do that the whole game? That's what's been mind-boggling to me as the coach.
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“We have been playing defense in spurts throughout the whole year and somehow, we've won 40 games. If

we get out of those spurts, no telling where we would be."

Hawks forward Josh Smith said the team has had some problems with the defensive concepts, particularly

the coverages in Woodson’s switching defense. Hawks players sometimes cite a failure to communicate on

switches to explain lapses.

Woodson said the concepts are sound but the execution has been lacking.

“I think the fact that I am trying to — I don't want to use the word ‘hiding’ guys — but we switch a lot of

things, we try to be proactive,” Woodson said. “Maybe we need to scale back a little bit in those areas. But I

don't want to take our aggressiveness away.”

Evans doubtful

Hawks forward Mo Evans (flu-like symptoms) did not travel with the team for Thursday’s game at

Washington and isn’t expected to play. ... The Hawks were scheduled to visit the White House on Thursday

morning. President Barack Obama is not expected to be available to meet with the team.
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